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PRECIOUS METAL SUPPLY-CHAIN   POLICY

The company provides the precious metals from different local and international
mines and companies, which makes it important to have a supply-chain policy for
sourcing conflict free gold responsibly.

With this supply-chain policy we endorse our commitment towards responsible
sourcing of conflict free gold to our customers.

We are committed to the highest standards, including OECD (Organization for
Economic Co-operation and Development), LBMA (London Bullion Market
Association), and DMCC (Dubai Multi Commodity Center) with good faith efforts, to
achieve its commercial objectives and fulfill its corporate obligations.

In other words, we commit to ensuring our supply chain is legitimate and free from
money laundering, any forms of human rights violation including the worst forms of
child labor.

The company commits to monitor each transaction and shipments in terms of country
of origin, payment method and the relevant transactional documents including the
supply volume. Payment of relevant taxes, royalties and other charges that may be
applicable during a legitimate export / import process will be monitored for each
transaction.

We source the material from legitimate companies which are duly registered in their
countries and are aware of compliance requirements. The in-house Compliance Team
is regularly monitoring the shipments and has full right and authority to accept and
reject any supply chain or immediately suspend and discontinue engagement with
suppliers or customers where we identify a reasonable risk that they are providing
direct or indirect support to non -state armed groups.

We suspend the supply chain immediately if any unaddressed inconsistency is found
or if we notice the supplier's involvement in any suspicious activities, proper
transaction documents not provided, without proper explanation. We commit to
reporting immediately to regulating authorities about any shipment or transactions
we believe are suspicious.

The Company will always support and contribute to responsible sourcing and
devlopment of gold and mining industry and educate its clients and supplier about
the same.

For any queries related to compliance due diligence and for this Supply-Chain Policy
please contact us on the contact details below:
Email: office@neswglobal.com 
Telephone: +972 5 37227201 
Website: https://neswglobal.com/
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